
CLEANER PRODUCTION FACTSHEET 
 

BYCOP SAL 

 
BACKGROUND 

 
BYCOP SAL was established since 1978 by the Nazarian Family.  
The C.E.O is Mr. Arthur Nazarian. 
Bycop entrepreneurial accomplishments and excellent reputation enabled the company to 
mark its signature in the home textile industry as a leading manufacturer, importer, exporter 
and distributor of various kinds of household linen products in Lebanon, Middle East and 
Europe. 
Bycop has associate companies in U.A.E., Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Oman, having the 
exclusive right to manufacture and market under license such as “Royale”, “Cannon”, 
“Disney”, “Fashion”, “Savoy”, “Classic”, etc… 
We Offer a wide variety of luxurious lines: “Bed Line”, “Bath and Towel Line”, “Table 
Cloths Line”, “Kitchen Line”, “Upholstery Line”, ect … 
 

EVALUATION STATEMENT FROM BYCOP  SAL 
 

It is a great honor for Bycop to receive a certificate from the LCPC as a successful, 
economically growing Business using hi-tech machines in its production process and at the 
same time capable of representing the environmental standards. 
Based on workshops held by LCPC to several business representatives, the several visits 
made by the expertise to our location, and the studies made on our production system, we 
have known the strengths and weakness in our process of production, and have learned 
how to improve our weakness and invest our aspect of strength. 
We have reached to belief that; as an industrial institution, if good researches are done on 
how to save power and raw material, and if the right decisions are made on how to 
diminish wastes and control gaseous emission, the cost of becoming environmentally 
friendly is actually an ethical and economical profit for the future. 

 
Mr. Arthur Nazarian 

                                                                                               C.E.O 
 

CP OPTIONS IDENDIFIED AT BYCOP SAL 
 

 Power saving bulbs 
 Power savings elevators 
 Usage of one burner instead of two burners 
 New generator 
 Re-use of polyester wastes in production 
 Air filters for gaseous emissions 

 
 



 
 

SAVINGS ACHIEVED AT BYCOP SAL 
 
The application of these CP options at Bycop saved around 19680$ at an 
investment of 4176$ with a pay back period less than one year. 
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CONTACTS 
 
Lebanese Cleaner Production Centre  BYCOP sal 
Industrial Research Institute   Jisr el Wati Sin el Fil, Gerges Fattal Street, Bycop Bldg. 
Hadath- Baabda, P.O. Box 11-2806.  Lebanon 
Telefax: +961 5 467 831-7, ext: 241-211  Telephone: +961 1 494021 / 23   
Email: info@lebanese-cpc.net                                    Fax:    + 961 1 493892 
Webpage: www.lebanese-cpc.net    Email: administration@bycop.com  
       Webpage: www.bycop.com  
       

 


